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Whose Rights—Which Rights?  

Global Contestations of Women’s and Gender Rights 

Introduction

A growing number of protest movements across the globe recently show that women’s and gender 

rights cannot be taken for granted but are highly contested: be it the women’s strikes in Poland against 

the abolition of abortion rights, the mobilizations under the hashtag #SayHerName in numerous 

countries against racist police violence, or the women’s movement #NiUnaMenos against femicides 

and sexualized violence in Latin America. Against the backdrop of a long unequal history of rights 

implementation, the research group takes on an intersectional postcolonial approach to shed light on 

the legacies and persistent inequalities these processes have set in motion. Based on an observation of 

the worldwide frictions caused by a global hegemonic equality regime which goes back to such colonial 

divisions, we are interested in applying a global perspective—not defined as all-encompassing but 

focusing on interrelations and entanglements rather than on national containers—while simultane-

ously taking the respective local dynamics into account. Also within the current debates of the United 

Nations (UN), these contestations are increasingly reflected. In relation to Sustainable Development 

Goals UN reports state that some progress on gender equality and women’s empowerment can be 

observed, although “women and girls continue to suffer discrimination and violence in every part of 

the world” (UN 2021).1 Therefore, gender equality is one of the UN’s targets to be achieved by 2030. 

Furthermore, the World Bank’s 2020 report on Women, Business, and the Law states that only “(e)ight 

economies—Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Latvia, Luxembourg, and Sweden—score 100, 

meaning that women are on an equal legal standing with men across all eight indicators [meaning 

they give women and men equal legal rights, AS/JR/HW]” (World Bank Group 2020, 6). In a similar 

vein, despite the formal existence of anti-discrimination laws in many countries, LGBTQI* persons 

still have no access to equality since they are denied equal treatment such as marriage for all, forming 

a family, or free choice of gender identity (de Silva 2018, Fabris Campos, 2016). These examples also 

point to the importance of the different dimensions of law that are expressed in formal (before the 

law) and material equality (in law), as well as the understanding of equality as recognition (right to 

participation and redistribution, or right to be different) (Cesario Alvim and Fabris Campos, 
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2021). Nevertheless, there are problems in understanding equality as a test of “sameness/difference”, 

since it assumes a hidden comparative parameter, that is embodied in the male, white, western, cisgender, 

heterosexual, upperclass norm (MacKinnon, 1989; Minow, 1990). Therefore, critical approaches 

understand the right to equality rather as a prohibition of dominance (MacKinnon, 1989) or hierarchy 

(Baer, 1996; 2013).

This divide between legally guaranteed gender equality principles on the one hand and ongoing 

gender inequality across the globe on the other hand builds the starting point of joint project of the 

research group ‘Global Contestations of Women’s and Gender Rights’, which begun its work at the 

ZiF in October 2020. Against the backdrop of this ongoing divide, however, the primary concern of 

the research fellows are recent developments towards the increasing contestations of the normative 

ideal of gender equality across the globe. The group thus discusses and examines the manifold ways in 

which the recent contestations go beyond an incomplete implementation of universal rights principles 

and the constantly created particularisms. Instead, gender equality principles as such are increas-

ingly challenged and the presumed normative consensus about equality principles has become  

disputable in new ways in diverse local contexts –ranging from Hungary, Poland and Germany to 

South Asia, the MENA region, Latin American countries like Brazil and Colombia, and the US.

Justicia has never been blind: Theoretical Perspectives 

The question “Which Rights” and “Whose Rights” has from the outset shaped debates about equality. 

Women such as Olympe de Gouges (1791) or Mary Wollstonecraft (1792) and other minorities 

who were excluded from the access to such presumably universal rights (such as colonized as in  

the context of the Haitian Revolution 1791–1804 or enslaved like Sojourner Truth 1851) revealed 

that the alleged universality was indeed framing rights in the interest of certain groups (white male 

property owners). They did so, however, based on the claim that rights should be for everyone and 

hence made rights the platform for ongoing negotiations over power, representation, and access. 

Thus, the lack of legal equality—despite the promise made by the political revolutions before and 

after 1800—has been a core issue of women’s, civil rights and anti-colonial movements and then, 

starting in the 1970s, of women’s studies across all disciplines. In political science in the European 

context, feminist scholars conceptualized the underlying asymmetry of power as the sexual contract 

(Pateman 1988) which shapes the social contract locally as well as relationally/internationally (Mies 

1996). Historians such as Ute Frevert (1995) or Geneviève Fraisse (1995) reconstructed the 

socially assumed naturalness of the sexual contract and historicized the social division of labor. They 

reframed it as being the result of the capitalist transformation of societies in modern European 

nation states, focusing on the macro-structural reasons of gender inequality and dismantled knowledge 

production about gender as a category of fundamental difference and women’s assumed ‘natural 

peculiarity’. However, many political philosophers have long neglected gender in their conceptual-

izations of justice despite engaging more intensively with notions of “the ways in which goods and 

benefits, burdens and responsibilities should be allocated” (Moller Okin 2004, 1539). With the 

growing influence of gender studies in the 1990s in European and US contexts, the masculine con-

struction of the subject of liberal rights in liberal theory was increasingly critically reflected, in 

political science as well as in philosophy and in jurisprudence, as were gendered assumptions about 
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notions of justice and the public/private divide which obscure the private sphere as a political context 

of rights violation (e.g. Benhabib 1992; Nussbaum 1999; Fraser and Honneth 2003; Young 2011). 

At the same time, basic assumptions about the dichotomous, gendered organization of social  

life were increasingly questioned in social constructivist approaches (Butler 1990). One focus of 

constructivist critique in sociology, political science and in cultural studies was the reification of 

essentialist notions of gender difference based on the naturalization of sex. Another focus of critique 

was the neglect of gender diversity in the light of the heteronormative matrix of social life. 

In sum, the focus on the lack of legal equality in women’s studies has shifted towards the focus 

on the reproduction of inequalities on the economic, the political and the social level. Particularly, 

since the institutional legal barriers to women’s participation were removed (e.g. the right to vote 

and divorce or the breadwinner model in German family law in 1976), the question of why and how 

inequality is nevertheless reproduced took center stage. Consequently, the study of the institutional-

ization of equality principles gained in importance. However, as social science research over the last 

20 years demonstrates, gender is still a central category of structural inequality in all spheres of life, 

and thus the gap between formal rights and the factual dimensions of women’s and differently  

gendered persons’ discrimination continues to be a core issue of gender studies. Equality has in fact 

not been achieved (Klinger 2003). 

The question of the conception of equality standards is also a highly relevant issue from a global 

perspective. Transnationally oriented social science research has demonstrated that gender has over 

the last few decades been steadily reinforced as a category of structural inequality across the globe 

(Walby 2009). These approaches also revealed that the colonial division of the world implied that 

differently gendered and racialized subjects are being implemented. The gendered ascriptions of non-

hegemonic deficient/feminine or hypersexual/threatening masculinities and exoticized femininities 

still strongly resonate in political and media representations. Postcolonial theorists have reconstructed 

how gender has been continually reconfigured as a signifier of difference, as a colonial knowledge 

category and as a mechanism of othering (Spivak 1990; Lugones 2008). Moreover, research on the 

global equality norm CEDAW (Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women)  

has mainly concentrated on the diffusion, translation and adoption of the global rights standard on 

the national level in order to identify and explain deficiencies in its legal institutionalization (e.g. 

Heintz and Schnabel 2006; Wotipka and Tsutsui 2008). Usually, these deficiencies are based  

on the perception of CEDAW and related human rights norms as universally effective concepts. By 

contrast, anthropological studies focus on the various levels to which global equality principles have 

been adopted in the frame of specific socio-cultural contexts, while local feminist scholars and activists 

bring in their respective context-specific perspectives (Kombo 2013). However, many approaches are 

often still based on implicit notions of the asymmetric adoption of—or a kind of uncircumventable 

imbalance between—the global frame, which is considered universalistic, and the local level (e.g. 

Mayer 1995; Merry 2006; Zwingel 2016). The increasingly shifting understanding of women’s 

rights as human rights in terms of a growing acceptance of women’s rights as individual rights is 

another aspect which is often not reflected upon. This also indicates an assumed universal notion of 

rights which contrasts with the empirical variety of rights cultures. As a consequence, the research 

group departs from the conviction that intersectionally sensitive and contextually open approaches 

to the analysis of (gender) equality principles are what is urgently needed in order to address the 

phenomenon of the recent world-wide contestations of women’s and gender rights.

Therefore, the research group builds on these insights, but goes one step further and shifts attention 

to the question of why and to what extent equality rights are being contested today and what equality can 

mean under these circumstances (and in different settings and contexts). It elaborates on the historiciza-

tion of global inequalities in line with an understanding of entangled global histories as continuously 
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marked by the coloniality/modernity dialectics in order to think of ways in which equality principles 

can be reconceptualized in different ways (Barreto 2014, Theurer 2018, Theurer and Kaleck 

2020), also e.g. taking into account the importance of land rights in (post-)colonial settings which  

are also particularly gendered (Durueke 2021; Goemann 2009). The group is also interested in  

re-thinking notions of universality towards a more relational conceptualization that pays credit to 

inequalities, diversity and difference (Joseph 2008 and 2021, Kerner 2019, Schubert 2020).

Three Perspectives to develop a framework

Currently, the research group organizes the participating individual research projects alongside the 

following three arenas (1) the gendered division of labor, (2) the instrumentalization of religion, and 

(3) gendered citizenship regimes as well as sexual rights around the following three perspectives:

Re/Considering Global Contestations and Re/Configurations of Gender Inequalities 

The research group’s work is based on the premise that gender inequality continues to be constitutive 

in contemporary capitalist societies and is consequently reproduced as a constitutive pillar of the 

social fabric of gender across the globe. Consequently, the researchers elaborate on a differentiated 

understanding of the extent to which and in what ways ‘gender’ and ‘gender equality’ have recently 

become a contested arena in the light of the (global) institutionalization of equality rights. The reason 

why this research is necessary does not primarily result from the fact that the contestation of universal 

rights claims has a long trajectory, as mentioned before. Rather, the contestation of gender equality 

principles is developing in a new direction in the light of recent (global) economic and political crises. 

It is unfolding in the light of neo-liberal regimes and regional wars in the neo-colonial world order 

which is marked by structural violence and the resulting forms of impoverishment, expulsion, violence, 

migration. The contestations are being expressed through growing nationalist, homophobic and racist 

right-wing populisms, that can be observed in many places, which confront basic equality principles 

and the acceptance of identities beyond the binary gender model. Such far right and right-wing popu-

list actors as well as religious fundamentalists are putting gender and LGBTQI* rights under severe 

scrutiny. To some degree, gender politics and rights claims are being demonized as ‘gender ideology’, 

a term which functions as a rhetorical tool in the construction of a new ‘common sense’ which opposes 

gender equality. As a result, discourses on gender equality have become a resource for global right-

wing alliances and function as an affectively loaded meta-language and socio-cultural Singular 

instrument of symbolic boundary-making and othering rather than as resources of social solidarity 

and cohesion (Pető 2015; Gutiérrez Rodríguez, Tuczu and Winkel 2018; Dietze and Roth 2020).

Against this backdrop, the research group seeks to understand how gender has been revitalized 

as a decisive category of difference, inequality and global desolidarization and how gender rights are 

put up for renegotiation by authoritarian or right-wing populist actors who put both feminist politics 

and gender studies under severe scrutiny, while equality norms are simultaneously used rhetorically 

as a medium of othering. Arguing that women’s rights (and sometimes: gay rights) have already been 

legally installed in one’s ‘own culture’—a phenomenon which Gabriele Dietze (2015) described as 

sexual exceptionalism—, sexism and inequalities in ‘other cultures’ are attributed as ‘dangerous’ (as 

we could observe in Donald Trump’s phrase to build the wall to protect US women from “Mexican 

rapist”, or the “Rape-Fugees not Welcome” campaign in Germany). This outsourcing of misogyny and 

sexism (and, partly, homophobia) to an ethnicized “Other” which enables a rhetoric that pretends to 

speak “in the name of women’s rights” mirrors the coloniality of gender as a knowledge category. The 

research group is thus interested in tracing how gender inequalities are reframed in ways that reflect 

the (social, economic and political) functionality of inequalities in capitalist societies. As Cornelia 

Klinger (2003) argues, freedom and equality are considered to be essential preconditions in the 
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emergence of the market economy, but this does not mean that unfreedom and inequality do not 

continue to exist in such contexts. Instead, the extent of freedom and (gender) equality in modern 

societies is limited to the functioning of the state, economy, science and technology. Also, most market 

economies simultaneously structurally depend on the historic unequal (racialized and gendered) 

global division of labor and life chances.  

To give some examples: the pattern of women’s greater responsibility for care work while men 

mostly pursue paid work, continues to be a constant all over the world, albeit in very diverse formations 

and to distinct extents. The same is true for different notions as to what is understood as paid work. 

In general, the gendered division of labor guarantees the provision of care, which is understood to be 

the precondition for human existence. Since women worldwide are increasingly participating in 

paid work on (global) labor markets, the question of ‘who cares?’ is becoming inevitable. This is not 

only true in regard to childcare but also to care of the elderly and of dependent people—plus self-care 

or the reproduction of labor power. How this reproductive crisis is resolved differs across political 

systems and depends on societal resources, and it remains a contested arena between different actors. 

While many countries have introduced financial insurance systems which cover some of the costs of 

caring for the elderly, others rely on the opportunities available on the global labor market, in which 

migration and care regimes are closely linked to global value chains and result in the phenomenon 

of global care chains (Ehrenreich and Hochschild 2003), a phenomenon that we also see within 

societies between more well-off women and families who employ poorer women for taking care of the 

household and for childcare. Nevertheless: care remains a female arena, either financially supported 

through insurance schemes and state support or by means of commodified work. In consequence, the 

gender equality norm of improving the opportunities and conditions for female employment conflicts 

with society’s needs to provide care based on the capitalist logic of production and reproduction and 

the related need for unequally compensated labor divisions nationally and globally (Plomien 2018 

and 2019, Scheele 2021, Sproll 2021). This entails a critical reflection about neoliberal processes of 

precarization (Brown 2018, Schild 2013a, 2013b).

Other projects of the research group examine, similarly, the function of religion as a socio- 

cultural, symbolically based instrument which legitimates gender inequality. Virtually all religions 

more or less strictly legitimate the social control of women and their sexuality. However, over the last 

two decades fundamentalist religious groups are increasingly gaining center stage and are openly 

arguing against equality in the realm of institutionalized religion, for example with regard to LGBTQI*’s 

equal participation in sacred spaces. In the same vein, these groups argue in favor of gender difference 

in society as a whole and against a multiplicity of lifestyles and sexual orientation, as we can see in 

the mobilizations against school materials and programs promoting sexual diversity. This arena 

ranges from Pentecostalism to fundamentalism in the Roman Catholic Church, or the Orthodox 

Churches and Muslim fundamentalism, Jewish orthodoxy and Hindu nationalism. Religious revela-

tion—that is the religious symbolization of ‘femininity’ and ‘the’ gender order—is used as a tool to 

legitimize gender inequality as divinely ‘natural’ and to discriminate against diversity or reproductive 

rights. Increasingly, diverse religious actors alas unite with ultra-nationalist and far right actors using 

gender as an “affective bridge” (Dietze 2020) to make a claim for demography and the reproduction 

of the (“White”/right) nation, for which the female body is perceived as crucial and feminists, gender 

studies and LGBTQI* activists a fundamental threat (Case 2019).

Also, regarding citizenship and sexual rights, there is a discrepancy between the universal 

notion of human rights and particular citizenship rights, which a further strand of the research 

group examines. While universal ideas relate rights to the criterion of ‘being human’, citizenship 

rights do not only mean formal membership but also the right to participate, the ‘right to have rights’ 

(Arendt 1943/1986), the right to become and to be a full member of society. T. H. Marshall (1950) 
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has argued that civil rights, political rights and social rights are key elements of social integration. 

However, as Marshall continues, these rights are in conflict with the capitalist class structure—and, 

one should add, with the gendered and racialized substructure of capitalist societies as expressed in 

persistent colonial inequalities. Research from the fields of history, legal and cultural studies has 

shown that ‘gender’ and ‘sexual orientation’—together with ‘race’, (dis)ability, religion, residence 

status—were and still are used as criteria for persons not being considered as citizens who belong. 

This results in limited freedom of mobility, limited access to resources and limited opportunities to 

be heard as well as greater exposure to discrimination and violence. Thus, citizenship and gender are 

the most decisive factors which account for extreme inequalities between individuals in rich and 

poor countries in the 21st century. From a global perspective, citizenship provides a crucial factor of 

stratification when it comes to life chances, access to social mobility and participatory rights, but it 

is strongly contested today. This is especially evident in the context of transnational migration, 

where citizenship status in combination with gender functions as one of the most effective axes of 

inequality, turning gendered citizenship rights into a crucial component of contestation and coloni-

ality (Boatcă  and Roth 2016; Roth 2021). At the same time and through the establishing of gender 

equality and—at least in some countries—recognition of LGBTQI* rights, gender and sexual rights are 

used as arguments for allowing access to citizenship (i.e. including gender discrimination or the 

prosecution of LGBTQI* people in asylum rights) or to deny citizenship (i.e. using informal criteria 

such as shared values of gender equality for residence permits or formal citizenship). This brings the 

research group back to the question of how the issue of gender and sexual rights has evolved into a 

new and contested terrain and how it is nonetheless possible to reconceptualize equality principles.

Re/Conceptualizing Equality Principles 

Under this perspective we are currently discussing the empirical reality of multiple rights cultures 

and related notions of ‘equality’, ‘justice’ and ‘inclusion’ across the globe. This multiplicity of rights 

principles and notions is not only framed by the question of how these concepts are each understood 

in diverse contexts, but also of how various notions of ‘equality’, ‘justice’ and ‘inclusion’ are put into 

practice in the light of the contentious nature of the semantics of ‘equality’. 

This becomes visible in the field of religion: Back in the 19th century, women in various religions 

started to question notions of gender which legitimate inequality both in the religious sphere and in 

society. In the second half of the 20th and first decades of the 21st century this development intensified by 

adding approaches which questioned basic belief systems and claimed a (theological) reconceptual-

ization of notions of justice towards equality and women’s inclusion, e.g. the women’s movement in 

Morocco (Sadiqi 2014) or women protesting against their unequal treatment against the land grabbing 

by oil companies in the Niger Delta by appropriating and re-defining religious practices such as the 

Naked Curse (Durueke 2021). Against this backdrop, the research group focuses on the question of 

how religious activists and professionals respond to growing religious orthodoxy and fundamentalism 

(in their particular religious context) as well as to the political instrumentalization of religion by 

right-wing actors. One question is to what extent women (and men) are reinterpreting religious 

knowledge and making it their own (in contrast to religious authorities and fundamentalist political 

actors). This includes analyzing the question of to what extent they develop religious notions of inclusion, 

namely in the light of recent contestations of equality claims. A second interest is the question of how 

religious notions of justice and inclusion are reconciled with secular notions of equality. 

Re/Configurating Global Solidarities

Authoritarian policy regimes and fundamentalist social movements not only tend to question liberal 

values, but they also use what are known as natural differences and heterosexual relations between 
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women and men as an argument for ‘restoring orders’ in a complex world (Hark and Villa 2015; 

Pető 2015). Increasingly, social constructivist and liberal versions of gender diversity are being 

demonized as ‘gender ideology’, a term coined by the Vatican after the Beijing Conference of 1995, and 

as ‘ideological colonization’ (Case 2019). Conservative forces are reversing the hierarchy by positioning 

themselves as victims and are appropriating the discourse of anti-colonialism and anti-capitalism to 

oppose gender equality (Korolczuk and Graff 2018). A growing number of feminist movements 

worldwide (such as the women’s marches in the US and, globally, ‘Ni una menos!’ in Latin America,  

the ‘Precarias a le Deriva’ and the women’s strikes in Spain and elsewhere, women’s NGOs in Iraq or 

Iran) are confronting these conservative, illiberal, anti-egalitarian tendencies around the globe based 

on anti-sexism and the defence of gender and sexual rights. These movements point to the colonial 

legacies of global gender hierarchies and are increasingly pursuing an intersectional and global soli-

darity agenda beyond (single-issue) identity politics (Roth 2021). Following Judith Butler (2015), by 

performing ‘embodied ways of coming together’ these movements are able to enact forms of radical 

solidarity in opposition to destructive political and economic forces and create a new sense of ‘the 

people’ as interdependent, beyond the exclusionary logics of right-wing populism and, thus, of public 

space and democracy/sociability. They advocate abolishing border regimes, fighting violence against 

women and fighting for a ‘Care Revolution’ and against the continuous and revived globally deeply 

gendered and radicalized division of labour.

Based on observations of these opposing phenomena, the research group addresses the struggles 

for gender equality and the formation of translocal solidarities which are emerging transnationally 

at the same time. From different disciplinary and local perspectives, the researchers of the group aim 

at identifying how and under what conditions women, differently gendered people and all those who 

oppose gender inequalities and violence formulate and put into practice a politics of solidarities 

(Bargetz, Scheele, Schneider 2021). Some central questions the research group pursues are how 

feminist practices and politics and feminist/gender research can follow an intersectional and post-

colonial/decolonial agenda and, simultaneously, how global hierarchies between and within feminist 

networks can be addressed and overcome. Whose rights and which rights are being contested and 

why, and, vice versa, whose rights and which rights are being defended in the current scenarios? 

Accordingly, how does law produce and shape its own subjects in different contexts (Joseph 2008, 

2021) How can different forms of solidarities in the field of work/labour (and care), beyond religious 

boundary making and exclusive citizenship rights be put into practice? And how can relational  

versions of universality be conceptualized?

As convenors of and participants in the research group ‘Global Contestations of Women’s and 

Gender Rights’ we are convinced that the interdisciplinary and the international composition of the 

group as well as the promising range of expertise of our fellows and their manifold positions and 

viewpoints will allow new and decisive insights in these urgent questions. 
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